
With so many companies offering seemingly the same products but at dramatically dif-
ferent prices, how can you decide what’s best for you? A lot of the time it’s easy to make 
a buy based on cost, but this may not always be the right choice. 

Products: When you buy from Dorset Windows & Fascias LLP you’re guaranteed a great 
job made from only the best components and materials every time. We only use the 
REHAU profi le on all our products which not only has excellent thermal capabilities but 
performance and durability built in. All of our large openers are secured with a 9 point 
locking system and are tested to BS7950 to guarantee you exceptional quality.

Conservatories: Buying a conservatory for your home requires a lot of consideration, are 
you buying the best, what style is right for your home, have you got all the facts?  All of 
our conservatories are made using only the fi nest materials and components such as the 
REHAU Profi le and Yale stainless steel locking system. With years of experience you’re in 
safe hands with Dorset Windows & Fascias LLP.

Doors: All our doors are manufactured using a high technology process that ensures ex-
cellent quality with great looks, and all come with a Yale anti lift locking system as stan-
dard! With Dorset Windows & Fascias LLP making the right choice has never been easier.

UPVC SPECIALISTS IN WINDOWS, DOORS & CONSERVATORIES: 
• Full 10 Year Guarantee 
• Yale Locking System
• Internally Glazed 
• Windows & Doors By Design 
• Thermally Effi cient
• Enhanced Security

For more information to see how we can improve your home, 
why not get in touch today: 

Tel: 01305 813409  Mob: 07861 684566
Web: www.dorsetwindowsandfascias.co.uk

Registered Offi ce: 20 Blenheim Road, Weymouth, Dorset. DT3 5AZ.

Tel: 01305 813409  Mob: 07861 684566
Web: www.dorsetwindowsandfascias.co.uk

GLASS & GLAZING



* Please note the maximum obscure glass size available is 1320 wide x 2140 high. Any pattern over these sizes will need to be rotated to fi t.
*  Due to the manufacturing process, the pattern of Warwick textured glass is completely random and no two pieces are the same.

Bevelled Glass
The modern day materials we use allow our in-house 
expert to produce bevels to cater for any type of 
home. Available in double and triple glazed units to 
provide aged or timeless fi nishes alike.

Leaded Windows
Modern day decorative lead is easy to clean and 
allows the use of stains, colours and decorative 
inserts. The most common designs are diamond and 
square - often used with colour overlays.

Georgian Bar
The Georgian Bar style is aesthetically pleasing with 
almost any type of house and complements many 
door designs. Available in white, foiled, gold and 
chrome fi nishes to provide maximum fl exibility.

Astragal Bar
Astragal Bars enhance the look of any type of property 
by giving them the traditional Georgian appearance 
of individual panes. Available colour coded to the 
profi le allowing greater fl exibility.

Our modern technology products bring all the clarity and beauty of traditional window treatments but 
without the maintenance worries. These modern day designs are more striking than their traditionally made 
counterparts and last considerably longer.

Adding the personal touch of lead, coloured glass or bevels is very easy to achieve. Our defi nitive range of styles 
is inspired by the decorative infl uences of past ages and includes classical and traditional fl oral designs as well 
as ‘Art Nouveau’ and contemporary styles. Each of our designs are carefully prepared using high specifi cation, 
colour-stable polyester fi lm with built in U.V. inhibitors and natural fi nish pure lead strips. The designs are 
equally effective when applied to clear or patterned glass.

Your Glass & Glazing Specialists

Diamond Lead
Oval Lead

(135 x 200mm)

Square Lead
Oval lead

(size depends on 
frame size)

Queen Caroline
Oval lead 

intersected by 
diamonds

Queen Anne
Oval lead 

intersected by 
diamonds

Cumberland
Oval lead ornate 

border with 
chamfered corners

Cleveland
Oval lead square 

border with 
scalloped overlay

Lead styles provide a traditional and individual touch of fl air to any type of installation. Providing the elegant 
fi nishing touch that is valued by so many homeowners they can be a key ingredient in realising the true 
character of a building. Available in 6mm, 9mm and in a choice of antique, silver or gold, the range caters for 
any type of property.

Lead Styles

For privacy, style or to allow more light into internal rooms, the textured glass range gives you a fantastic 
range of attractive options. The advantages of the textured glass range are easy to see allowing maximum 
light in while maintaining your chosen level of privacy and also forms an attractive decoration feature itself. 

Arctic Stippolyte Flemish Costwold Autumn Sycamore

Florielle Mayfl ower Minster Oak Pelerine Warwick*

Chantilly Charcoal Sticks Contora Digital Everglade Taffeta

Texture Glass Range

1 2
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SBF 1

SBF 2 SBF 3 Min Height 250mmSBF 4 SBF 5

SBF 13SBF 12SBF 11SBF 10

SBF 6 SBF 8SBF 7 SBF 9

SBF 14 SBF 16SBF 15 SBF 17

SBF 21SBF 18 Other Numbers Available SBF 19 SBF 20

STF 1 STF 2 STF 3 STF 4

STF 5 STF 6 STF 10STF 8

STF 28STF 27STF 26

STF 14 STF 25STF 24STF 23

Adding the personal touch of a leaded, coloured glass effect to a fanlight is very simple to achieve. 
Each design in our definitive collection has been inspired by the decorative influences of past ages. 
Including classical and traditional floral designs, as well as more contemporary designs, our range 
has a design that caters for any type of home and home owner.

Texture Glass Range

Colour Options
All of our bevelled glass designs are available in 
multiple colour options so you can have any of the 
designs above in any colour you wish! Don’t see the 
colour you want above? Then why not get in touch 
today to see if we can help!range.

Master Glaziers 
Through master glaziers, not only are we able to 
recreate all of the bevels and stains shown in this 
brochure, but we can replicate almost any design 
you require. Whether you want a subtle sun set 
or dynamic fleet of ships, using a combination of 
hundreds of films, bevels and pattern glass effects 
we can cater for your exact requirements.

SBF 22

3 4
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SHG 1 SHG 2BHG 12BHG 11BHG 10BHG 8 BHG 9

BHG 1 819 x 355 384 x 769BHG 2 BHG 3 283 x 520BHG 4 BHG 5 BHG 7BHG 6 596 x 355

SHG 3 SHG 7SHG 4 SHG 5 SHG 6

SDD 1 SDD 5SDD 2 SDD 6 SDD 7SDD 3 SDD 4

Burdock (Extended Lead Time)Bay Opal

Burdock
Privacy Level 3

Bay Opal
Privacy Level 5

Linear Opal

Linear
Privacy Level 2

Opal
Privacy Level 5

Canterbury OpalCanterbury

Canterbury
Privacy Level 2

Canterbury Opal
Privacy Level 5

Stunning Stained & Bevelled Glass
By subtly combining the essential elements of colour, shape and shade our decorative glass can transform 
any entrance into a defining statement of elegance and style. Our stained panels are fully detailed on both 
sides so they look equally as good viewed inside or out. Across is just a small selection of what we offer, if you 
see anything you’d like us to match specifically  please contact us for details.

The Oriel Collection
The Oriel range is available in a variety of contemporary and traditional designs, each with a modern opaque 
appearance which is both functional and attractive. All the designs below have a matt appearance with a 
smooth and durable surface to provide a guaranteed uniform surface finish.
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